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OK TRUCKS,  
a full range of pre-owned vehicles  
of the best brands, guaranteed  
by IVECO and with a complete offer  
of services and business solutions.

OK TRUCKS offers a broad showcase of products for customers interested  
in a second-hand vehicle that is safe, reliable and guaranteed by IVECO. 

OK TRUCKS is present in more than 20 countries. A professional team supports our customers  
on the choice of the most suitable second-hand truck according to their business application to get 
the best value for money. 

An independent entity performs a number of checks and inspections on our vehicles. Based on their 
characteristics, such as age, mileage and reprocessing work, the vehicles are divided into three 
categories Premium, Comfort and Standard - in order to best meet the needs of the customers.

The digital presence is one of the milestones of the brand. The customers can find a representative 
showcase of the OK TRUCKS vehicles as well as the service solutions, campaigns and specials offers 
under our website WWW.OKTRUCKS.COM

ABOUT US
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OK TRUCKS NETWORK OUR PRODUCTS

Our pre-owned vehicles undergo a series of checks and inspections to ensure the most reliable operational conditions 
of the following components: 

 Interiors

 Onboard Electrics / Electronics

 Cab / Coachwork

 Chassis

 Braking System

 Engine

 Fuel System

 Gearbox / Transfer Box

 Clutch

 Cooling System

 Heating / Air Conditioning

 Bodybuilding / Hydraulic System

 Exterior and interior  
cleaned

 Technical inspection  
carried out

 Complete vehicle  
documentation

 Roadworthy

 Manufacturer warranty  
(On Demand)

The convenient  
alternative.

STANDARD

 Vehicle max. 6 years old

 Exterior and interior cleaned

 Tyre tread at least 3mm

 Legal and technical inspections 
carried out

 All legal documentation 
available and in order

 Roadworthy

 Manufacturer warranty  
(On Demand)

Technical top.

Based on their specific characteristics, they are divided into three categories in order to best meet the needs of the customers:

 Low Mileage

 Vehicle max. 4 years old

 Exterior and interior  
cleaned

 Tyre tread at least 6mm

 Legal and technical inspections 
carried out

 All legal documentation 
available and in order

 Manufacturer warranty

 Vehicle fully refurbished

Excellence  
guaranteed.
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Centers  
and Local Partners 
OK TRUCKS is active in more than 20 
countries with own centers, an export 
department and a local network of 
partners, that is currently under 
expansion to best meet customers in 
different regions.

Scan the QR Code with your smartphone 
to discover the OK TRUCKS points of sale



OUR SERVICES

OK TRUCKS Mobility Care

Mobility Care is a comprehensive breakdown service for OK TRUCKS pre-owned 
vehicles with an European-wide coverage protection to ensure you that the problem 
is solved as soon as possible.
In the event of a breakdown, the Mobility Care Service offers protection for all  
pre-owned vehicles not secured by other OK TRUCKS services (Elements or IVECO warranty):

 Coverage in all Europe through a specialized after sales network

 Valid up to 3 years

 Dedicated assistance number 24/24, 7/7 days

 Multilingual call center

Financial and Leasing Solutions

Financing built to work with you. 
OK TRUCKS and IVECO Capital provide you different solutions to facilitate the access to the pre-owned vehicle:  
flexible operative leasing, renting and financing solutions, with the opportunity to combine them with additional services 
like kasko insurance, fire and theft insurance.

For more information about our products and services please contact us at our OK TRUCKS centers or visit our website 

WWW.OKTRUCKS.COM

A warranty extension up to 36 months is available for OK TRUCKS vehicles of at 
maximum 5 years age. These vehicles undergo specific checks to certify their quality 
and status. The warranty is valid throughout Europe and includes the coverage of:

 Main components of the drive train 

 Undercarriage 

 Cab and chassis, including the fasteners for the subframe

 Clutch, brake, pads, brake discs, drums (rebore), seal for brake drums

With Elements you have the peace of mind of an assistance-coverage dedicated  
to after sales with 2000 points of assistance in Europe, reachable 24/24 hours  
and 7/7 days at the free-toll number 080048326000.

Assistance and warranty for OK TRUCKS Premium  
and Comfort vehicles

Also available for Premium IVECO pre-owned vehicle, Elements is a wide range  
of personalized assistance services. The customer has the possibility to choose the 
service levels that are more suitable for his own business, being certain about fix costs:

Maintenance 
Maintenance, lubrication, oils and fluids change according to maintenance  
and repair handbook.

Drive line 
Repairs for engine, injection, gear box, propeller shaft, axle.

Extra drive line
All necessary repairs with the exception of maintenance and wear.  
Ex: electrical system.

Wear
Clutch, brake, pads, brake discs, drums (rebore), seal for brake drums.

OK TRUCKS, a full range offer of pre-owned vehicles reliable through time.
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Advanced Connectivity & Telematics

IVECO has developed a complete set of integrated efficiency-boosting solutions to increase productivity, reduce TCO,  
fuel cost and CO2. 
If you want easy-to-read reports on your fleet’s fuel consumption and CO2 footprint; if you want to help your drivers  
to continuously improve their driving style, MYIVECO Smart Report is for you and your OK TRUCKS vehicle.
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